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I  was  going to  crack  a  half-serious  joke in  the  last
issue  about  how we could  all  look forward  to  new
reviews  of  muzak lullabies  in  these  pages.  The  app
stores  these  days  are  overloaded  with  ad-driven
lullaby  machines  that  any  desperate,  no  sleep  new
parent with one free hand and a smartphone close by
can quickly find and download. My favorite so far is
Lullaby  for  Babies  by  Dream_Studio  which  "coin-
cidentally" is one of the very first options that pops up.
And on that note, does Amazon's Alexa connect to a
lullabies station on demand? You bet she does. Does it
play the same songs over and over and over again. You
better believe it. It's a babynoise utopia out there. After
a few weeks figuring out which kind of vibes this little
one best responds to, I think I may have accidentally
stumbled into the next phase.

A gorgeous used LP copy of Steve Reich's Music For
18  Musicians (ECM,  1978)  came  into  the  shop the

other day and I put it on the turntable to check it for
pops or noise in the grooves. Any time a used record
comes in and attempts to go on the floor for over $50,
I  give it  a  spin to  check for  any noise  or  inconsis-
tencies.  I'd  also  never  heard  an  original,  so  I  was
pretty stoked to give it a spin. The six-week old kiddo
happened  to  be  in  the  shop  due  to  a  last-minute
meeting her Mom had, so she was helping me out with
the used records. As soon as the needle hit the groove
and  the  minimal  swell  of  Reich's  modern  classical
masterpiece floated through the air, kiddo was relaxed
and  heading  into  nod-off  land.  What  was  this??  A
record that we could both enjoy and get something out
of?? I knew that classical was supposed to be good for
babies,  but  it  hadn't  crossed  my  mind  that
contemporary classical and ambient music would do
the trick as well. I know, it seems obvious typing that
now that it would work, but my brain's not fully there.

To add to my excitement, this week saw the release of
two  great  compositional  instrumental  records  –  the
new Bing & Ruth  2LP on 4AD and the  new Mind
Over Mirrors on Paradise of Bachelors.  We'll  get  to



both of those in the reviews section, but they've been a
lifesaver  during the moments  kiddo has  been in the
shop and I needed something new and good to play
over the shop's  speakers.  One's  beautifully spacious,
drifting  and  open,  while  the  other  reimagines
Americana  and  old  time  as  experimental  electronic
music.  Good for  kiddo,  Dad  and customers.  At  one
point this weekend, I forgot what I was doing and who
I was with and cranked up the new Iron Reagan LP on
Relapse  Records  while  customers  where  casually
flipping through the bins.  I  needed a  mood changer
and thought the riffy, party metal ripper would do the
trick, but Kiddo thought otherwise within about five
seconds.  Back  to  the  Bing  &  Ruth  we  dove  and
everyone settled down a little. Certain records, certain
moods. I got it now. I'll keep everyone up-to-date with
my musical experiments, don't  worry.  I wonder how
long it'll take to work up to the Meat Puppets....

This month, like the last, was another toss up between
two  radically  different  LPs.  Last  month  it  was  the
brash  party punk of  Personal  & The  Pizzas  vs.  the
slow, Southern Americana of Michael  Chapman and
this month it  was a tough decision between the neo
electro  R&B of  Sampha  and the  eccentric  bedroom

psych-pop songwriting of Hand Habits. For the record
"bedroom" in the world of music writing is  nothing
sexy.  It's  just  an  artist  who  writes  and  records
everything themselves in a somewhat hushed manner
– literally like as if their roommate where in the next
room trying to sleep.  So yeah,  maybe that  could be
sexy, but the descriptor ain't meant to be.

This  month  we  have  review contributions  from Jay
Weselmann, Richard Yvarra, Nolan Smock and Dave
Rodriguez.  Thanks  fellas!  We  ran  out  of  room for
everything,  which was a  pretty amazing problem to
have.

I  hope the tone of last  month's  pick was alright  for
everyone.  I  wanted  to  pick  something  light  and
somewhat  thoughtless.  Given  the  band's  knack  for
Ramones-esque  hooks  and  the  juvenile  pizza-heavy
wordsmithing,  spinning  their  records  is  a  lot  like
taking a day off. Even if it's just mentally for a few
moments. We hadn't really checked in on the modern
punk world for a good amount of time and I hopped it
would be fun and tension-relieving. As always, please
send your thoughts, concerns, questions and feedback!
It helps me steer this ship. ;) THANKS!!! love, chaz.



HAND HABITS
Wildly  Idle  (Humble  Before  The
Void) LP/CD
As mentioned before, Hand Habits'
debut  beat  out  Sampha's  debut  in
the  final  minutes.  When  it  came
down to decision time,  I was just
more  in  the  mood  for  the  rich
spaciousness of this over the slow-
funk beats of that. More often than
not, it really does just come down
to mood at the exact time the order
is being placed. Blame the weather
maybe.  Wildly Idle is a reflective,
subtly powerful  record  that's  per-
fect for those first few nights when
the  house  windows  start  to  creep
open and the night air is invited in.
You'll see what I mean. Borrow a
few  quiet  moments  towards  the
end of your night, open a window,
settle  into your  chair  and  put  the
needle down...also works well over
your first cup of morning coffee.

This is Meg Duffy's first solo LP.
She  was  a  touring  guitarist  for
Kevin  Morby's  band  (and  by  all
accounts her guitar  playing was a

show-stealer)  and  a  member  of
psych-poppers Mega Bog. For her
solo launch, which Duffy recorded
entirely by herself  starting  in  her
room  in  Upstate  New  York  and
finishing in a room in Los Angeles,
the  writer  plays  slow  and  deli-
berate.  The  guitars  and  tones  are
set to drift and she's double, maybe
triple-tracking her vocals.  It  gives
the  singing  that  hollow,  haunted
sound  and  deepens  the  melodies.
The guitars quietly flirt  with light
psychedelics  instilling  billowy,
passing  textures  into  the  already
sentimental  music.  Desert  twang
crossed with bedroom pop – think
Ennio  Morricone  /  Camera
Obscura. It's my pick for prettiest /
saddest  of  the  year  so  far.
(Woodsist Records, Warwick, NY)
-CM

JIM AND THE FRENCH 
VANILLA
Afraid Of The House LP/CD
Lo-fi  'n'  peppy,  one  man  band

garage  punk.  Jim  Blaha  of
Minneapolis' Blind Shake is a busy
man. If we haven't touched on the
thick,  anxious  garage  of  the
brothers Shake yet in these pages, I
know we at least dwelled for a few
sentences  on  their  darker-rawk
side-project Shadow In The Cracks
at some point last year. Restless as
he's  showing to  be,  a  new "solo"
project  record  from Jim shouldn't
have caught me as off guard as it
did.  But  what  really  should  have
caught  me  less  off  guard  is  how
much  I  like  this  record.  I  do  dig
Blind Shake, but this has that Jay
Reatard / MOTO je ne sais quoi of
gnarly,  blown-out  pop  that's  as
addictive and infectious as a 32oz
Big Gulp. There used to be a time
during  my three-year  post-college
sabbatical  in  Boulder,  CO,  when
I'd collect up any cash I could find
in my pockets and I'd go in search
of a copy of Maximum Rock'n'Roll
or  Razorcake  within  walking  dis-
tance  to  my  house.  Once  victor-
ious, I'd top it off with one of those
32oz'ers,  head  back  to  the  house
knowing my roommates where all
away at  work and I'd  have a day
off. I got, at most, one a week and
this was the ideal way to spend it. I
was  young  and  oh-so-healthy.
Anyway,  point  being,  this  is  the
secret  LP  I'd  scour  those  pages
looking  for.  I  always  wanted  to
know which new sloppy r'n'r punk
record it was that I needed to start
searching  for  that  week.  MRR
always  had  the  best  grimey rawk
recommendations,  but  you  had  to
weed through the hardcore 45s to
find them and Razorcake  had  the
best  pop  punk  recommendations.



Once in a while both zines would
drool  out  over  the  same  record
which'd be the dead giveaway. Jim
& The  French  Vanilla's  one-man-
band  garage  punk  explosion  is
exactly that type of record. It's fast,
catchy-as-all-get-up  and  it's  good
ol'  fashioned r'n'r  fun. Yeah, it's a
little dark and self-depricating here
and there, but that's also what drew
me  over  to  the  Jay  Reatard  and
MOTO camps so many years ago.
They're all trying real hard to hide
their smarts behind dumbed down
rock,  but  they  ain't  foolin'  me.
(Dirtnap  Records,  Portland,  OR)
-CM

PRIESTS
Nothing Feels Natural LP/CD
Unsurprisingly,  Priests'  debut full-
length is a rager. Their blur of surf-
stained postpunk (last exhibited on
an explosive 12" for Don Giovanni
Recs) is expanded with elements of
dark  psychedelia,  gloomy  new
wave and aggrovated punk-funk. A
certain popular music review site is
citing  it  as  one  of  the  sharpest
political  punk  debuts  since
Savages'  Silence  Yourself,  and  I
kinda  gotta  agree  with  that.  It's
definitely  a  good  comparison  in
terms  of  also  having  a  wide
musical  palate,  while  still  feeling
accessible to a larger audience. The
band describes the album as "nine
stories that crystallize into a bigger
picture  about  the  economics  of
human  relationships,  the  invisi-

bility of  feminized  labor,  and  the
theoretical dual purpose of art  for
the  group  and  the  individual."  I
couldn't put it any better. So if that
description sounds as exciting for
you as  it  does  for  me,  check this
one out!  (Sister Polygon Records,
DC) -DR

GRAILS
Chalice Hymnal 2LP/CD
Soundtrack-y  in  an  instrumental
stoner rock meets dub kinda way.
Equally  for  fans  of  both  Black
Mountain & John Carpenter. Grails
has  had  an  interesting  trajectory
over  the  course  of  their  career.
They used to be the bridge between

stoner  metal  and  post-rock,  but
since their last record the band has
been exploring the  effects  of  dub
music within that environment. For
their previous album Deep Politics,
the band recorded all the parts live
in the studio and then went back to
cut parts up and restructure them.
It  still  sounded like the band,  but
there  was  a  different  flow  and
experimentalism  injected  into  it.
With their latest they take that idea
even  farther  and  the  results  are
even  better.  I  don't  know  if  I've
really experience  or  even thought
about  the  cross-sections  of  stoner
rock  and  dub,  but  the  listener  is
clearly  presented  with  it  here.
Chalice Hymnal is rhythmic, repet-
itive  and trance-inducing like  any
dub  record  worth  one's  time,  but
the instruments are recorded in the
tones of thick stoner metal. Which
is to say, the amps are cranked and
distortion  cracks  into  the  spots
where  brightness  and  sunshine
used to permeate. It's a pretty rad
new  shot  at  a  classic,  traditional
genre that doesn't  get re-imagined
often.  (Temporary  Residence
Records, Brooklyn, NY) -CM



TIM DARCY
Saturday Night LP/CD
The  OUGHT  frontman  steps  out
for his first  foray into solo work.
The album cover, which makes no
mention of the band, plays up the
solo aspect of the project by posing
a blank-stare Darcy against a sky-
blue  photo  backdrop  in  a  chair
beside a potted plant in full-blown
mid-70s singer/songwriter fashion.
Thankfully in reality however, the
musician  hasn't  stepped  too  far
from the  wiry post-punk  flash  of
his main gig. He's managed to air it
out just a little through jangle and a
little  ambient  space  though,
effectively cutting the paranoia and
softening  the  anxiety  of  his
previous recordings. I'm not sure if
this  means  Ought  has  run  its
course, but I'd doubt it. The songs
are a little more personal in nature,
so I'm gonna venture a guess that
they just hadn't found their place in
the  band's  repertoire.  The  Lou
Reed vibes are pretty thick in the
lyrics,  their  slow nasally  delivery
and the guitar playing, so if that's
your thing (as it is mine), have at
it.  There's  even  a  little  string
scraping in the title track a la John
Cale,  so it's  not just Lou worship
going  on  here.  The  experimental
aspect is low, but it's definitely an
element.  Also  of  note,  Saturday
Night is  a  Jagjaguwar  release,
while Ought LPs have traditionally
been  on  Constellation  Records.
Soooo, keep an eye out for further

developments. This one's probably
not  going  to  get  much  press  for
whatever  dumb reason,  so  it'll  be
on  you  to  seek  it  out  and  rave
about it to yer friends. (Jagjaguwar,
Bloomington, IL) -CM

MOON DUO
Occult Architecture Vol. 1 LP/CD
Ya'll.  A  brand  new  Moon  Duo
record came out about a month ago
and  there's  already  the  exciting
promise  of  a  followup  in  just  a
couple more months. Who's Moon
Duo??  A synthesizer-guitar  psych
band outta Portland, OR formed by
Ripley  Johnson  (guitarist  and
songwriter of Wooden Shjips) and
synthesizer wizard Sanae Yamada!
Intrigued?  You  should  be.  The
rhythmic,  stoned-dance  krautrock
project started as a duo side-thing
to  the  Shjips  in  their  time  away
from the band. Moon Duo has now
already passed 'em in releases and
solidified into a tight, touring unit
with  the  addition  of  John  Jeffrey
on  drums.  I'm  going  to  miss  the
cheapo  drum  machine  sounds
clicking  away in  the  background.
With  simple,  pulsing  synthesizer
loops  and  repetitive  drumming,  a
meditative groundwork is  laid for
trailing  fuzz  guitar  and  throaty
vocals  to  openly wander.  It  never
strays  outside  of  interest  for  me
though, no matter how locked and
jammy it gets. It's something to get
lost in for those of us who find jam
bands  just  a  little  too  cheery.

Recommended  for  fans  of  Can,
Suicide  and  Velvet  Underground.
(Sacred  Bones,  Brooklyn,  NY)
-CM

THE COURTNEYS
The Courtneys II LP/CD
Vancouver fuzz-pop in the vein of
early  Best  Coast  and  Dum  Dum
Girls.  Rarely does  New Zealand's
infamous  Flying  Nun  Records
release  a  contemporary  album
these  days,  as  they're  understand-
ably a  bit  busy keeping  their  in-
demand  80s  classics  in  print,  but
when they do,  note  that  date  and
listen  to  that  record.  The  taste-
machine  is  still  at  work  and  the
ears  are  still  plugged  in  and
functioning. The label is known for
raising awareness on and collecting
the  cloudy  pop  and  fuzzy  jangle
musics of the indie rock era (The
Clean,  The Bats,  The Chills,  Bird
Nest Roys, etc.) and that still holds
true for their latest release. Nothing
emitting from this label really ever
disappoints.  The  Courtneys  II is
playful and slack and is poised to
be a feel-good summer anthem LP
with its loose hooky vibes and easy
melodies. So pick it up now or add
it  to  yer  list  for  later,  just  make
sure  you've  got  it  packed  up  in
time  for  vacation.  You'll  have  a
little more fun with it along for the
ride. Fun fact: the bass player is an
old  Durhamite.  (Flying  Nun
Records, Auckland, New Zealand)
-CM



SAVOY MOTEL
Savoy Motel LP
Savoy Motel has found the groove.
I  didn't  even know I was looking
for that groove myself, but there it
was.  The  Nashville  four  piece
snuck out their 70s-spiked debut at
the end of 2016 on the great What's
Your  Rupture?  Records  (Parquet
Courts,  Royal  Headache,  Honey
Radar,  etc).  It's  a  stiff  drink  of
Southern boogie, glam and groove-
pop  presented  by  a  label  who's
always  one step ahead of  the  hip
curve.  I  completely  looked  over
Savoy Motel until last month when
it  quickly  shot  to  the  top  of  my
most-played in-store playlist. With
fuzzed  and  focused  guitars,  thick
and dirty bass, snappy drums and
lead  +  double-backup  bubblegum
vocals, it's hot. There's some slinky
synthesizer  action too,  but  it  may
be  coming  from  a  synth-toned
guitar (or bass) pedal as there's no
mention of a keyboard player. I'm
digging  the  glassy-eyed  ABBA
aesthetic  of  the  band  as  well.
There's a strong visual aspect that
starts  with  their  logo  and  carries
through to their clothes – a lot of
bell  bottoms,  corduroy,  flowers,
flared collars, denim and shimmery
roller jackets. Watch for this group
to get snagged up by a larger indie
at  some  point  this  year.  Oh,  and
garage  whiz  Jeffrey  Novak  of
Cheap Time is the bassist / singer.
They're playing at the Pinhook this
Friday  and  I'm  goin'  (given  I've

gotten kiddo to sleep by the time
they're  on).  (What's  Yr  Rupture,
New York, NY) -CM

NIKKI LANE
Highway Queen LP/CD
From  time  to  time,  an  artist
reappears in your life when you are
ready  to  listen.  I  had  listened  to
Nikki  Lane  over  a  year  ago  and
found  her  voice  lacking  the  full-
ness necessary to  be believable.  I
promptly dumped  her  name  from
my mind until I walked into Chaz’s
and saw the most striking country
cover since James McMurtry’s last
album. Country album covers can
cause me to buy the album on the
spot.  The  album  does  not  disa-
point.  The  band  is  amazing,  and

her  voice  and  song  writing  suck
you into the mood. It  is a perfect
album for these random 70 degree
days  in  February.  Skip  the  first
track because the lyrics are not up
to  the  quality  of  the  rest  of  the
album.  “Jackpot,”  “Big  Mouth,”
“Foolish  Heart,”  “Send  the  Sun,”
and “Muddy Waters” are standout
tracks  with  “Jackpot”  and  “Send
the Sun” being my favorites.  New
West  Records  is  entering  the
territory of a label with an ear for
interesting country that I will  buy
without  knowing  the  artist.  (New
West Records, Athens, GA) -JW

MEATBODIES
Alice LP/CD
Chad  Ubovich  &  crew  are  back



with another psych-drenched party
romper.  Intro'd  in  by  a  thick,
doomy  riff  stetched  out  for  two
minutes  towards  a  stuttered  drum
machine,  which then itself  segues
into about  ten seconds of  African
hand drums before  kicking into a
warbly,  sunshine-spiked  heavy git
glam-garage  rocker,  it's  a  manic
journey from the get-go.  Ubovich
is a part of that same hyper-active
SoCal  scene  from  which  Mikal
Cronin  (Mikal  Cronin,  Ty  Segall
Band,  The  Moonhearts),  Charlie
Moothart (CFM, The Moonhearts,
Epsilons,  Fuzz,  Goggs,  Ty Segall
Band)  and  Ty  Segall  (Epsilons,
Goggs, Fuzz, Traditional Fools, Ty
Segall  Band)  all  sprang  and  that
family tree  sound  is  very present
on the new Meatbodies LP. If you
dig any of the above listed bands,
you're  into  this.  Meatbodies,
though, pack a little more loud 'n
frantic  than  some  of  'em.  As  a
frontman, Ubovich reimagines Syd
Barrett  in  the  context  of  Bolan
flash and Blue Cheer crank. Get in
it. (In The Red Records, LA, CA)
-CM

AWA POULO
Poulo Warali LP/CD
Awesome  Tapes  is  now  on  their
24th  release  of  (usually)  archival
cassettes from Africa, but this is a
new  recording  and  first  inter-
national  release  for  Awa  Poula.
From Dilly commune in Mali, she
performs  Peulh  folk-pop,  music

rarely  performed  by  women.  By
chance,  she  became  very popular
and  openly  embraces  the
opportunity to tell the story of her
community  through  these  songs,
dedicating "Poulo  Hoto  Ngari"  to
all  the people that  gave her cows
on her last tour, or "Noumou Foli",
a  shout  out  to  the  blacksmiths  of
Mali.  It's  a  joyously  rare  mix  of
Peulh folk and studio polish, with
Awa's  clear,  and  commanding
voice  over  fuzzy,  guitar  melodies
coupled  with  traditional  instru-
ments  like  the  lute  and  gourd.
Released at the nice price in a no-
frills  package.  Let  Awa  &  ATFA
transport  you!  (Awesome  Tapes
From  Africa,  Los  Angeles,  CA)
-NS

BILL DIXON ORCHESTRA
Intents & Purposes LP
These days, I'll buy very few new
LPs  blind,  meaning  without
hearing  it  in  advance  or  reading
some  reviews.  That  goes  double-
time for reissues, where sometimes
it feels like a label is more focused
on  how  rare  something  is  rather
than if it's actually good. That said,
I've  learned  you  can  always  buy
blind  from  Superior  Viaduct.  It's
easily  my  favorite  reissue  label,
bringing you the best in punk (The

Fall,  Pink  Section),  out  sounds
(John Bender,  Ilitch),  soundtracks
(Ennio  Morricone,  Solaris  OST),
and more. Their jazz reissues have
also  been  untouchable.  Classics
from  Alice  Coltrane,  Charles
Mingus, Art Ensemble of Chicago,
finally brought to you in beautiful
packaging  &  affordable  prices.
Their most recent jazz exploration
is  Intents  &  Purposes,  the  1967
masterpiece  by  the  Bill  Dixon
Orchestra.  The  accomplished
trumpeter  /  composer  (and  one-
time side person for Archie Shepp
& Cecil  Taylor)  leads  a  10-piece
orchestra  through  weaves  of  free
jazz  &  new  music  meditations.
Showcasing  more  of  a  slow-burn
than most of its free jazz contemp-
oraries,  Dixon  leads  a  group  of
fiery horn improvisers over beds of
cellos / violin drones. Think of this
as  a  bridge  between  the  frenetic
beauty  of  the  Coltranes  and  the
avant-classical  explorations  of
Tony  Conrad  or  John  Cage.
AMAZING!!!  (Superior  Viaduct,
San Francisco, CA) -DR

LARAAJI
Celestial Vibration LP/CD
Immerse  yourself  in  the  cosmic
brilliance  of  one  Edward  Larry
Gordon, better known to the world



as  Laraaji.  A  1960s  Howard
University  music  grad  --  turned
NYC  struggling  actor  (he's  in
Putney  Swope!)  --  turned  70s
mystical  Washington  Square  Park
street performer -- and finally new
age/experimental  music  legend.  A
year  before  Brian Eno discovered
him performing in the park (which
led to him being one of only two
non-Eno  musicians  involved  with
the  Ambient  series),  he  recorded
Celestial  Vibration.  Aptly
described  by  Soul  Jazz  as
"expressive  minimalism",  it's
Laraaji's burning through longform
reverberated,  rhythmic  zither
blasts. He commits his entire being
to this record. You can just feel it
with  every  hit.  Total  new  age
trance beauty accomplished with a
barebones  DIY  approach.  (Soul
Jazz Records, London, UK) -DR

BING & RUTH
No Home Of The Mind 2LP/CD
I mentioned earlier we'd touch on
the new ambient album by Bing &
Ruth out  this  past  week on 4AD.
The  group,  really  a  collective
centered around composer / pianist
David  Moore,  has  two  previous
records  out  issued  by  RVNG
INTL,  the  same  label  responsible
for the recent Kaitlin Aurelia Smith
LPs  and  the  FRKWAYS  experi-
mental  collaboration  series.  4AD
has  been  showing  a  little  more
interest  lately in  the  experimental
instrumental  world  starting  last

year with their Tim Hecker release
and  they  continue  the  movement
with  No Home Of The Mind. This
pairing  should  hopefully  earn  the
experimental  group  a  little  more
deserved  exposure.  Moore  grad-
uated from New York's School of
Jazz  and  Contemporary  Music  at
the  New  School,  whose  alum
includes folks like Steve Reich and
John Cage. Though you can easily
draw  lines  of  influence  to  those
composers, the music of Brian Eno
also comes quick to mind. It's open
and interpretive,  rings and swells,
building and dropping. Slowly. The
collective on this record is a pared
down  five  piece  compared  to  his
past  recordings  with  woodwinds,
manipulated  tape  delays  and
upright bass elevating the rhythmic
piano runs.  Besides  being a  great
example  of  modern  minimal
composition, these are lullabies for
an  over-active  adult-sized  brain.
It's a great meditative listen where
the space is just as important as the
notes  and  vibrations  between.
(4AD Records, London, UK) -CM

MIND OVER MIRRORS
Undying Color LP/CD
Mind Over Mirrors' new  Undying
Color is another great example of
modern  compositional  work.  It's
somewhat  of  a  departure  for  the
Americana-centric  Paradise  of
Bachelors  label  on  first  read  or
listen,  but  it's  also  arguably right
on  track  if  you  shed  the  idea  of

song structure and focus primarily
on  the  instruments  and  delivery.
Even though you'll  readily find it
in  the  electronic  section  in  Bull
City Records, it's got more shades
of  true  old  time,  Americana  and
mountain  jams  than  most  radio-
bound  revivalist  groups  out  there
today. Composer Jaime Fennelly is
the  force  here  behind  the  synth-
esizers,  voices  and  Indian  pedal
harmonium  and  he's  enlisted  the
help  of  Janet  Beveridge  Bean
(Eleventh  Dream  Day,  Freak-
water), Jim Becker (Califone, Iron
& Wine), Haley Fohr (Circuit des
Yeux,  Jackie  Lynn),  and  Jon
Mueller  (Death  Blues,  Volcano
Choir) to help bring his thoughts to
life  through their  instrumentation.
It's traditional music re-envisioned
and  reworked  in  a  meditative,
droning,  ambient  state.  If  you're
curious  over  the  potential  cross-
roads of old time and avant-garde,
this one's worth your time. It's also
for those who really need to slow
down a touch in general. (Paradise
of Bachelors, Carrboro, NC) -CM

MICHELE MERCURE
Eye Chant LP
For you deep synth fans out there,
dig this beautiful reissue of weirdo
cult  fave  Eye  Chant.  Michele
Musser (or Mercure, how it's being
repackaged  here)  recorded  this
mindmelter  in  her  hometown  of
Harrisonburg, PA circa 1986. On a
bedroom  budget,  she  twists  new



age-y  synthscapes  (think  Cluster)
and  sci-fi  flair  ups  (think  Blade
Runner  soundtrack)  into  anxiety-
ridden  sound  collages.  You  think
you  know  what's  happening,  and
then  you're  blindsided  by  free
IDM-ish  drum  tracks  or  manip-
ulated spoken word enigmas. This
one comes courtesy of Freedom to
Spend,  a  new  imprint  of  RVNG
Intl  that's  co-operated  by  Pete
Swanson  (Yellow  Swans)  &  Jed
Bindeman  (Eternal  Tapestry).
(Freedom  To  Spend,  Brooklyn,
NY) -DR.

JONWAYNE
Rap Album II DIGITAL
If  you  were  to  see  of  picture  of
Jonwayne,  the  voice  wouldn’t
match the image. I heard Jonwayne
after  viewing his video for  “How
To Be Gemini” off of Rap Album
One.  I  was  amazed  at  his  ability
produce  a  solid  beat,  and  even
more  amazed  by  the  nonchalant
delivery of his rhymes. Rap Album
Two once again has head rocking
beats, but his tone is unsure in his
ability to be a rapper. I have never
heard a rap record this vulnerable
in my life. Jonwayne isn’t sure he
is  great,  but  he  is  gonna  do  it
anyways.  Rap  Album  Two  is  an
hour long therapy session, and you

are  a  fly  on  the  wall.  Human
Condition  and  Afraid  Of  Us
featuring  LA poet  Zeroh  are  the
stand  out  tracks,  with  beats  and
hooks  worthy  of  being  classics.
The album ends on a somber note
of acceptance with the track These
Words Are Everything, with lyrics
like  “in  2006 Dilla  died  and I’m
living  off  his  gift.”  You  know
Jonwayne  isn’t  playing.  (Digital
only.  Coming  soon  to  physical.)
-RY

KOREATOWN ODDITY
Finna Be Past Tense LP/CD
K-town Oddity has been a staple in
the L.A. scene since 2014. He was
discovered  by  Vex  Ruffin  while
doing  one  of  his  impromptu
performances  with  a  mic  and  a
ghetto  blaster  —  yes,  K-town
would just decide to perform in the
middle of a random Burger King or
train  station,  and  it  worked.  Like
MF Doom, K-town wears a mask
to cover his identity.    “Finna Be
Past  Tense”  is  a  concept  record
about the past, present, future and
death.  The  lyrical  content  of  the
album  is  definitely  dense  in  self
reflection,  anger,  and  ambition.
The  beats  are  bit  frantic  and
unorthodox,  and at  times the beat
is a essential aspect of the narrative
of the song. “Finna” plays out like
a  book  on  cultural  criticism.  My
favorite track is “Fuck Dinosaurs,”
with  rhymes  like  “I  spit  the  heat
that extincts dinosaurs, Koreatown

Oddity  invents  rhymes  galore,”
and  a  beat  that  stomps  on  your
heart  with urgency.  Another stand
out  is  “Yesterday’s  News”  with
calm and collective hooks such as
“Get your paper meet your maker,
Before they take ya, hurry up and
create somethin’, Cause you could
be  the  shit  today and  yesterday’s
news  tomorrow.”   Koreatown
Oddity is  quite  enthusiastic  about
being  more  than  rapper:  he  is  a
self-proclaimed artist. And concept
album like “Finna Be Past Tense”
is  an  amazing  way  to  make  that
statement.  (Stones  Throw,  Los
Angeles, CA) -RY

Trouble  In  Mind  released  the
newest from twangy psych-garage
heads  PAPERHEAD  this  past
week.  They've  gotten  into  the
bubblegum.

I  forgot  to  write  about  the  new
SAMPHA  LP!  Sorry!  Give  it  a
spin if you're missing slow electro-
funk or future R&B in yer life.

There's a new BLEACHED 12” EP
on the horizon! Prep yer earholes!

What  I've  heard  of  the  new  SIX
ORGANS OF ADMITTANCE out
this  week  is  reeeeeal  good.  Less
technical  theory like  his  last  two,
more  boogied-headed  psych-rock
like his couple before that!

DUDE YORK's  sophomore  LP is
out  this  week  as  well...I  haven't
heard it yet, but their debut was a
hooky guitar-rock head-turner!

If yer hoping to get zonkered and
weird this weekend, PC WORSHIP
has a new one slated for Fri!



          ..............................................
Thanks for reading!!!!

You all are the best!
-chaz


